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#READY



WHAT ISERASMUS+ SPORTPROJECT?

Small collaboration

Different topics (our main subject is volunteering)

Meetings in partner countries 

Learning from best practices
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#COLLABORATION



VOLFAIRPROJECTGOALS

Improve the volunteer policy and enlarge the 
volunteer satisfaction at beach handball tournaments

Exchange best practices

BHC Zagreb

Camelot

AZS

EUSA
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#ENTHOUSIASM



volunteering policy yes no no no

central database no no no no

part of culture no no no no

growing interest yes yes yes yes

VOLUNTEERING INPARTNER’S COUNTRIES
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#TEAMWORK



VOLUNTEERING EXPERIENCE

Jarun Cup was a new unforgettable experience for me. I have 
tried the role of time-keeper for the first time,even though I  
initially didn’t want to do it. But during the event I could see 
that it’s not so difficult after all, I’d say that it’s even more 
interesting than other volunteer positions. You can literally be 
in the center of awhole event. If Ihad known it before, Iwould 
havedefinitely chosen thatposition immediately!

Aleksandra
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#FOCUS



ROLES OF VOLUNTEERS

Timekeeping and scorekeeping Tournament dependent tasks
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#FRONTROWSEAT



#VOLFAIR

VOLUNTEERING EXPERIENCE

Volunteering at beach handball was truly a life-changing 
experience for me! It was a chance to come back to Croatia 
everyyear to meet old friends,make newconnections and feel  
the beach handball spirit again. The community is something 
special and due to that we were able to go further and work 
together on the European level.

Marianna



#COMMUNICATION



WEBSITE FOR BEACH HANDBALLVOLUNTEERS

https://beachvolunteers.com
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https://beachvolunteers.com/


BEACHVOLUNTEERS.COM
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BEACHVOLUNTEERS.COM
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#HAPPYVOLUNTEER



EXCHANGING VOLUNTEERS

Experience from Jarun cup 2022

Experience from Camelot tournament 2022

Can we make more partnerships in the future?

#VOLFAIR

„My motivation as a volunteer is to have fun, to meet
new people, and learn many various valuable contents.”

„Principal of fair play means to appreciate each other.”

„It would be grat to play some games at tournament to 
build a team spirit.”



#ACTIVE



WISHES FOR THE FUTURE

Extend the project

Make one platform with database for beachvolunteers
around Europe

More cooperation and exchange of volunteers 
among EBT tournaments
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